Client Server Two Server installation in a Mixed Environment
Using a UNIX / LINUX Server with a Windows NT / 2000 / XP Professional File Server
Scenario:
This scenario is considered a standard CS installation used in those instances of a UNIX / LINUX Client Server
installation where the client WILL use an additional File Server for the programs used by the CS Workstations.

Number of Desktop Workstations: ____

Number of CS Workstations: ____
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Client Server Single Server installation in a Mixed Environment
Using a UNIX or LINUX Server
Scenario:
This scenario will be used primarily in those instances of a UNIX / LINUX installation where the client WILL NOT
use an additional File Server for the programs used by the CS Workstations. Two points of interest are:
1.

The UNIX / LINUX server must have some form of NFS software installed to allow for the workstations to map
a drive from the CS Workstations to the server. The installation of the CS Resource Manager will use the
mapped drive from a CS Workstation.

2.

The UNIX /LINUX Server will actually have sets of OSAS programs installed in different locations on the
server; one set of programs for the “dumb terminals” and another set of programs for the CS Workstations.

Number of Desktop Workstations: ____

Number of CS Workstations: ____
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Client Server Single Server installation with all Windows Workstations
Using a UNIX/LINUX, NOVELL, or Windows (NT/2000/XP Professional) Server
Scenario:
Will be regarded as the standard installation setup using a single server with all workstations of the same type
(Windows of varying versions). The only setup requirement different from others is on the UNIX/ LINUX setup,
where a mapped drive is used to access programs from the workstation to the server. This setup will require
some form of NFS software that not be inherent in the OS and would have to be installed prior to setup.
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